
BAFFIN ISLAND ADVENTURE

sometimes jumping erie of floating ice-floes, and often squelching through the
incredible spongy mauress-like Tundra bogs for kilometres at a time. At one tage
a light Cessna plane droned past in [he oppo ite direction and waggled its wing,

possibly 10 sympathize with our lower mode of progre s.
Finally, it was over JUSt when our feet and shoulders thought it would never be.

There wa the air trip, there wa the twin engine Otter waiting 10 take u 10

Frobi her Bay, and there were all the good friends we had made in Pangnirtung. It
was 30June, and we had anived with only 2t hours to pare.

As we loaded the plane we heard jokingly from Ernie ieber that, of the
passenger in the light aircraft that had flown pa t us outside Pang, the least famou
was Sir Edmund Hillary! He wa taking ome ofU A' top management executives
for a wilderne s 'experience' in the Owl Valley, where it i ju t possible 10 land a
plane. Well, we would not have missed our walk out in favour of a plane ride, and
10 [he keen Canadian group of mountaineers who had juSt arrived at the airfield
and were a king all about it, we replied 'it' a great adventure in there'.

Long-lasting effects of high altitude
climbing: Fact or fancy?
Charles Houston'

Does altitude leave permanent car on rho e who tay too long or 100 often high in

the cold thin air? Are there persistent deficits, subtle but nevertheless detectable,
which can be attributed to lack of oxygen on high mountains? The que tion is of
more than academic intere t 10 the increasing number of mountaineeJ's who spend
day and week above 6000m, above the level where deterioration out trip
acclimatization. And those of us whose faculties are failing may wonder how much
can be blamed on the great day on high mountains, and how much i due to
natural aging processes. This brief note reports the result of a simple survey of
persons who have gone very high or stayed for very long.

It is, of cour e, well known that persons who climb too high tOO fast are vulner
able 10 various forms of altitude illness such a High Altitude Pulmonary Edema
(HAPE to us Americans), or Cerebral Edema (CEl. Though some die from HAPE,
the majority recover completely though they may perhaps have intrinsic suscep
tibility. In contrast, CE often leaves permanent damage: several of the severe cases
which John Dickinson and I reported in Lancet (IS Oct, 1975) are likely never to
regain full faculties. Accidental asphyxia from trauma, cardiac arrest, or poisoning
results in brain edema too (also from the lack of oxygen) and if prolonged or severe

Charles S Hou ton, M.D., 77 Ledge Road, Burlington, Vermont 05401. I would like
to thank the many people who lOok a great deal of time 10 write such fa cinating

letters and will be happy 10 corre pond further on the ubjecl.
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causes permanent brain damage. Such problems are quite different from those
which might affect a person coming back from days or weeks of strenuous activity
high on a mountain and after exposure to cold, thirst, sleeplessness and
exhaustion. Has this climber sacrificed some crucial neurones?

It is probably not by chance that there are no permanent habitations above
5350m where the oxygen is half that breathed at sea-level. Even after generations of
acclimatization, natives prefer to climb a thousand feet each day to work rather
than live higher. Pugh's classic study in the Silver Hut showed that after severil
months at 5800m, even the most dedicated climber-scientists lost interest,
enthusiasm, strength and weight. However, judging from their subsequent achieve
ments none lost an iota of mental agility as Michael Ward, himself a member of
that team, notes in his comprehensive book on Mountain Medicine, pointing to the
longevity and distinction of 8 early Everesters who went higher than before, and for
longer periods without extra oxygen.

On the other hand, Zdislaw Ryn describes cases of what he calls 'altitude
cerebrasthenia' in Polish climbers and believes that a few do suffer long-persisting
damage. Some American climbers also believe that depression, inability to
concentrate or to remember resulted from their long stays high on Everest. Charles
Clarke found no obvious deficits in two climbers who had been very high even
though they had suffered altitude illness. So the evidence one way or the other is in
conclusive.

In an effort to obtain first-hand experience and opinions, even though

anecdotal, in 1975-6 I circulated to 600 members of the Alpine Club a simple
questionnaire, evoking 104 responses from persons who had spent time' above
5500m. This rate (15%) may approximate the percentage of AC members who have
been that high, so the sample though obviously skewed, may be adequate. After

ascertaining date of birth and number of days in each applicable year that had been
spent above 5500-6000m, several probes asked whether or not the individual had
himself experienced lasting physical or mental damage, whether he believed friends
had, and whether or not he believed it likely that repeated or prolonged altitude
exposure might cause long-lasting effects. More than half of the respondents wrote

an extensive and fascinating set of comments. Eight wrote letters but did not answer
the questions.

Ninety-eight had spent a total of 4284 days above 5500-6000m in a total of 30 1
years, an average of about 44 days of exposure apiece. Though a third believed that
they or their friends had in fact suffered long-lasting effects, most were due to frost
bite, accident, or non-altitude related illness. Five felt that persistent emotional
effects had occurred but a larger group attributed such effects to the rigors of
expedition life rather than to altitude. Many commented on the ease of
acclimatization with successive exposure. Several rather smugly reported satis
factory sexual congress at extreme altitude.

The brain is rather more seriously affected by acute oxygen lack than are other
organ systems, and many workers have tried to relate the mental changes of aging
to oxygen lack caused by failing circulation. McFarland believed that loss of
memory and mental agility in aging were due to slowly increasing lack of oxygen,
though he was quick to note that living in an oxygen rich environment would not
avert aging. Himwich felt that aging caused a deficit in cellular metabolism.
Patients with severe oxygen lack due to illness die younger and show loss of many
mental functions sooner than do healthy persons, but whether aging causes
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hypoxia or the other way round is unclear. Further clues may come from more
tudies on healthy persons at altitude. In this small study, respondent ages ranged

from 30 to 86, averaging around 42, and none commented on the aging process.
All that can be concluded from thi sample of an already remarkable popula

tion is that mo t climbers do not consider that altitude has affected them or their
friends permanently nor that it is likely to do o.

The circuit of Andorra
T. A. H. Peacocke

The Principality of Andorra, in the heart of the Pyrenees, occupies about 400 q
km. Legend ascribes the foundation of the country to Charlemagne or his son,
.though the evidence for this story is open to doubt. The population is now about
32,000, oh"hom 6000 are Andorrans, some 18-,000 Spaniards, 5000 French, about
1500 British and the remainder of various nationalities. The official language is
Catalan, though most Andorrans speak both French and Spanish. Andorra has her
own internal government, called the Valls, consisting of 24 Councillors elected by
the six Communes and presided over by the Syndic (Prime Minister). Voting rights
are restricted to the Andorrans. Above the Syndic are the Co-Princes-the
President of France (in the Middle Age the Compte de Foix) and the Spanish
Bishop of Urgell. The Co-Princes have their deputies called Viguers, who reside in
Andorra. They have the right of veto over any legislation passed by the Valls and
frequently use it. They are responsible for Law and Order and control the Police.
Foreign policy is directed by the President of France.

The wild life of Andorra consist of a few Chamois and lzard ( lightly larger
than the Chamois), the occasional Marmot and the Fox. The Chamois have been
much reduced in numbers by hunting, but this has now been forbidden, so we
hope for an increase. Eighty years ago Bear were common. ow there are a few in
the French reserves and the odd bear sometimes strays into Andorra. I have seen
the spoor of a bear in the snow (not an Abominable Snowman!)

Andorra is ringed by mountains: none quite reaches 3000m. The lowe t pas is
the Port d'lncles (2250m) apart from the main road from Seo de Urgell through a
narrow defile which crosses the frontier at 800m. The main road from France
crosses the Port d'Envalira at 2400m. This pass is not infrequently blocked in
winter.

Shortly after J came to live in Andorra, in April 1976, J was attracted by the idea
of climbing round the whole mountain perimeter in a single expedition. The map
indicated ome 15,000m of ascent and 160km in distance. I made some enquiries
from the Club Pirinenc Andorra (CPA), and it appeared that the expedition had
been done 2 or 3 times. J could find little information about the technical difficul
ties involved, so some previous reconnaissance was essential. During the summer of
1976 I was fully occupied, supervising the building of my Xalet, named Pic Del Prat
which is the nearest in Catalan to Matterhorn. I managed to fit in a few expedi
tion with the CPA, but these were really long walks. We reached the perimeter a
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